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OUR STORY 
Armoir Fashion brings you a piece of the old world craft  of natural cow-

hide with hand selected materials, great functionality and purpose in your 

eventful life. Specializing in handcrafted small leather accessories made 

with genuine Italian leather, , these functional pieces highlight the human 

touch with high-end finishes and acute attention to detail. Armoir brings 

clean and minimal designs back to life in contemporary, high-fashion, func-

tional accessories. The minimalism and timeless cuts and patterns make 

these accessories live on. Let each piece take you on a journey through 

time and self-discovery, stay in style stay in motion.



COWHIDE
FULL GRAIN
BELTS

Our leather is selected and cured 

with great attention to detail. 

Natural plant based oils  are used 

and therefore our leather is Veg 

tanned with no chemcials and 

toxins. 

There is a wide variety of belt 

designs both for women and 

men. Ranging in sizes 30”-44”. All 

carefully crafted in Canada. 

All belts come packaged with

product tags, usage and care 

instructions and in a natural recy-

cled Kraft gift box.

LBW-CC -GLD
Available Colours: Black, 

brown,  all with matte gold buckle.



LBW-BOW -BLK
one size

LBW-N-BLK LBW-N-BRWN LBW-N-RED LBW-N-COG

LBW-CC- Available Colours: Black, 
brown, cognac, creme, merlot,
all with silver matte buckle.

LBW-FRK-BLK - taupe, brown, black LBW-FRK-BRWN

LBW-SLM - brown and black



COWHIDE
FULL GRAIN
BELTS

Our leather is selected and cured 

with great attention to detail. 

Natural plant based oils  are used 

and therefore our leather is Veg 

tanned with no chemcials and 

toxins. 

There is a wide variety of belt 

designs both for women and 

men. Ranging in sizes 30”-44”. All 

carefully crafted in Canada. 

All belts come packaged with

product tags, usage and care 

instructions and in a natural recy-

cled Kraft gift box.

LBW-CC -GLD
Available Colours: Black, 

brown,  all with matte gold buckle.

LBW050
AVAILABLE IN 

BROWN AND BLACK
4cm width

LBW051
AVAILABLE IN 

BROWN AND BLACK
3.5cm width

LBW052 - SPR
AVAILABLE IN 

BROWN AND BLACK
3.5cm width



LBW036-cognac LBW036-black

LBW-034

LBW-031

LB044 - brown LB045 - black

LB044 - brown and black

LBSS010 - BLK/Red 



LBWPRD-BLK LBWPRD-WHT

LBW-STUD LBW-034

LBW022



LBW020-N-COG

LBW020-Brown LBW020-Black

LBW020-N-BLKLBW020-N-COG



LBW031-Brown

LBW031-Black

LBW-TL - TAUPE

LBW-TL - Grey, dusty blue, white, black, cognac, Taupe
6 cm width, 3 prong buckle.



LBW-AL  - 5cm Reversible wide belt
Available colours : Black/Cognac Taupe/brown

small/medium  medium/large
LBW-AL-SLM - 2.8cm

Available colours : white, apricot, black, cognac
small, medium, large



LBSS010 - denim blue 

LBSS010- BLK/GRY 

LB030 - Brown West

LB040 -Gray Tiger 

LB013 - blk/brwn

LB040 -Brown Tiger - 

LBSS010 - BLK/Red 

LBSS010- Brwn/BLU 

LBSS010- Brown 

LBSS010- BLK 



LB038 Cognac Edge 

LB040 - Cognac Tiger 

LB017 - Red marble 

LB038 - Blue Edge 

LBSS010 - Tan 

LB013 - Black 

LB013 - Denim Blue 

Available in cognac, black, blue.

LB013 - Brown 



LBSS010 - Brwn/Blu 
LB038 - Brown & Black 

LB015 - Black/Brown LB013 - Black/Brown 

LB041- Cognac LB041- Black 

LB0AZ-022
Available in black and brown 



PREMIUM QUALITY

LB014 - LIZ - cognac 

LB014 -LIZ - black 

LB014 - brown 

LB014 - blue 



STRIKE CARD 
WALLET

Beautifully hand edged and machine stitched

card wallets. Ribbon slide out pops your cards

the window inside with a money clip built in

as well as more slots for cards. Stay clean 

and concise with this card wallet.

STW010 Available in black, tan, brown, blue

Crafted in Canada.



CREDIT 
CARD
WALLET
Our best selling card wallet. Make a statement with 

those awesome colours. Crafted out of Crazy horse 

waxed cowhide. Beautiful stitching on the edges. 

Enough room inside and out. 

CCW010 Available in black, brown, green, blue.

Crafted in Canada.



COOPER POUCH
All natural soft Leather card holder with zipper pouch. Fits cards, fold-

ed cash and change, looks fun and fits in your bag. Available in 

Blue, purple, pink, red, black, cognac. COP-010 MADE IN CANADA



FULL SIZE WALLETS
Spacious classic wallets measure 11cm x 8 cm x 2.2cm when closed.  Different 
configurations but they all have room for cash, extra flap for credit cards, insert 
slots, and change pouch inside. RFID protected. All natural cowhide structure.
WL012 Avaialble colours are brown, tan, merlot, black. MADE IN CANADA



EXPEDITION
LADIES WALLET

Available in  - green, cognac, black, merlot, brown, blue
Crafted in Canada
ELW - 010

UMBRA
CARD WRISTLET



Take them with you on vacation, 

or everyday on the go. Fun, spacious 

expands  for  lipstick, keys, and cards 

outside or inside.

Available in kiwi green, light pink, black,  

cognac, taupe and grey.

MADE IN CANADA

UMB - 

UMBRA
CARD WRISTLET



ROVER
WALLET

LONG
Long and narrow wallets are your thing then 

choose this design. Multi zippers,  room for cash

and credit cards, easy to see everything and

keeps you organized, has a safe snap closure

RFID protected. Crafted in Canada.

Available in  violet, black,  cognac,  green, grey.

R0V-L



ROVER
WALLET

Concise and neat. Keep it slim, room for cash

and credit cards, easy to see everything and

keeps you organized, has a safe snap closure

RFID protected. Crafted in Canada.

Available in  violet, black,  cognac,  green, grey.

R0V-010



EXPRESS
WALLET

Every female enjoys a pop of colour. With this we bring 

the express card wallet which is crafted out of supple 

cowhide leather. Highly functional with room for cards, 

cash, and a change pocket.  Best of all it folds for com-

pact storage. Stay organized and stay

in style with this awesome look.

Available in - Blue,  Black,  Merlot, cognac,  Elephant 

grey. crafted in Canada.

LW-EXP 



VANNA
SIDE BAG

Make a statement with this 

perfcet sized side bag.

spacious with a wide bottom, 

zupper closure and adjustable 

straps.  Available in creme, 

black, light pink, green.

MADE IN PORTUGAL

22cmx15cm

VANA-010



POP-OUT
WALLET

Wallets that pop, YES !  These are best sellers,  

as they are spacious enough for numerous 

credit cards, slot for cash and 3 slots for cards. 

The pop out area has room for  5-6 immediate 

usage cards, the inside pockets house other 

cards  making this wallet slim yet spacious.

POP010 Available in  - Black, Brown, Tan.



2.0 means , profounded the so popular pop out

collection. Waxed crazy horse cowhide, with 

finer stitching, new pop mechanism inside and 

an upgraded cash strap with zipper exterior for 

change all in one slim wallet.

Crafted in Canada. Available in Cognac, grey, 

blue, green. POP020

POP-OUT
WALLET 2.0



POPY
PHONE BAG

Take them with you on vacation, 

or everyday on the go. Hangs over shoul-

der or you can use to place inside larger 

purse. Pockets, zippers inside keep you 

organized. Made in Portugal

Available in black, dark blue, white, light 

pink,  hot pink,  cognac.

PPB-010





COASTAL
SIDE BAG

Take them with you on vacation, 

or everyday on the go. Cross body, or on 

the side spacious bags will take you coast 

to coast. 3 compartmenets with zippers 

and inner pockets.  - Made in Portugal

Available in green and black.

BP-BLK, BP GRN



UP CYCLE BAG
Classic side bag horizontal shape with 2 zips. 

Utilitarian and fun at the same time. This collec-

tion features end cuts of our wallets and hand 

bags and each piece stands out with its unique 

colour pattern. Also turns into wristlet with a 

leather strap or hangs off the shoulder. 

Crafted in Canada

UP-010



JOURNEY BAG

Off the side bags, supple soft cowhide leather. 

carefully crafted in Portugal, with an accented 

wide strap in soft cotton with metal adjustable 

findings. Spacious with compartmenets, and 

zipper closure. 

Available in dusty blue, black, cognac, green.

Crafted in Portugal

COS-010





Your ideal travel bag  or everyday side bag.

Zipper opens all the way down allowing for bet-

ter reach and versatile organization. Attached 

keychain for easy access, adjustable strap with 

exterior pocket, what more will you need ... 

Crafted in Canada.

Avaialble in mint green, black, cognac, creme, 

violet. CL010

CHLOE
CROSS BODY BAG





BELLA
BELT BAG

Available in  - cognac, creme, black, white, 
red, taupe

Crafted in Canada
comes with adjustable belt that 

can be removed
BBB - 010



SMART
SIDE BAG
Available in  -  Blue,  black, violet, merlot
Soft and spcaious side bags with adjust-
able leather handle. Crafted out of soft 
leather with a button magnetic closure.
Crafted in Canada
SSB - 010



R021

TESSA TOTE
Minimal travel tote, where else can you find this ? Soft, spacious cowhide with poly lining com-

partements that can be removed and placed in your other bags. Firm bottom with pegs, bag 

stands straight on it’s own. Crafted in Portugal. Available in Creme, Cognac, black. TESS010



Off the shoulder or cross body, HYBRID bag.

Secure zip and magnetic closure. Soft cowhide 

will make you fall in love and all that space is 

simply amazing with a minimal wedge design.

Crafted in Portugal

Available in black, white, cognac.

CARM010

CARMELA BAG



LULU 
CROSS BODY BAG
Pop of colour and style. Show stopping piece, 

crafted with soft pebbled cowhide with accent-

ed stitching and adjustable strap. Fits smart 

phones and keys with a handy pocket on the 

exterior back for cards snap closure. 

Available in black, cognac, elephant grey.

Crafted in Canada

LULU-010



HEIDI
CROSS BODY

Buttery  soft oiled leather , you will love the texture 
in hand.  Spacious  pouch inside with zipper slots. 

Fits everything you will beed for travelling or for
a busy mom.  Finished with an extra long adjustable 
strap ideal for a cross body, all brass hardware and 

zipper. Made in Canada
Available in cognac, black, brown, dark green,  

bone
HDC-010

LULU 
CROSS BODY BAG



ARMANDO
SATCHEL BAG
Versatile mens satchel, made of English leath-

er, zippers, flap, and great room for storage. 

Get this bag for business, travel or strolls. It will 

keep you organized and looking powerful. Zip-

pers and pockets inside.

Crafted in Portugal.

Armando-010



ARMANDO
SATCHEL BAG

THE COLLECTION continues with  crazy horse 

leather, slightly smaller in size with a more com-

pact look. Waxed leather supple finish, highly 

desirable look. Available in Black and brown.

Crafted in Portugal.

Armando-011



CUSTOM ORDERS
CIGAR ACCESSORIES

Functional, elegant and unique accessories designed and crafted in Canada.

Everyone knows a cigar smoker that that takes pride in their collection.

These travel cases are crafted using premium cowhide from Italy, 

luxury and functional pieces all in one. 

Custom imprints and designs are possible for these pieces in certain

quantities. Contact us to get more info.

CGR-T-BLK 

CS-BLK



MPC-green

CGR-T-FRST 

Tray 010-GRY

CGR-L-BRN 



KERRY
TRAVEL TOTE
Not your classic tote. This striking piece folds 

away into a flat easy to travel and store bag.

Comes with a canvass dust bag ideal to store 

away in your lugguage. Beautiful cowhide, with 

a long removale and adjustable cross body 

strap, as well as stitched handles, elegant and 

fine look. Crafted in Portugal

Available in Black and brown

KTB



www.armoir.ca - facebook.com/armoirfashion - Instagram.com/armoirfashion

be remembered

www.armoir.ca  |  facebook.com/armoirfashion  |  Instagram.com/armoirfashion

319 Denison St., Markham Ontario, L3R 1B7  |  Toll Free 519.266.6880  |  sales@armoir.ca


